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Abstract 

There is an ongoing discussion regarding the role of mechanized forces in counterinsurgency warfare. 

Proponents note that they boost counterinsurgents’ ability to fight while critics point out that they di- 

minish their ability to gather information. This note adds to this discussion by focusing on violence 

against civilians, an outcome that theory suggests should be affected by mechanization via both of 

these channels. Results from quantitative analyses employing new data on mechanization and cover- 

ing the period 1989–2016 indicate that mechanization is unrelated to the number of civilians killed by 

government forces but positively associated with that killed by rebels. These results are in line with 

the idea that mechanization increases counterinsurgents’ fighting but decreases their information- 

gathering abilities. By offering quantitative evidence that mechanized forces have a place in modern 

counterinsurgency, these results contribute to both academics’ and practitioners’ understanding of 

armed intrastate conflict. 

Resumen 

¿CóIl existe actuellement un débat quant au rôle des forces mécanisées dans la lutte contre 

l’insurrection. Les partisans de ces forces soutiennent qu’elles renforcent les moyens de lutte tandis 

que leurs détracteurs font remarquer qu’elles limitent les possibilités de collecte d’informations. La 

présente note vient enrichir ce débat en se concentrant sur les violences contre les civils, une issue sur 

laquelle la mécanisation, selon la théorie, devrait influer par l’intermédiaire de ces deux canaux. Les 

résultats d’analyses quantitatives ayant recours à de nouvelles données sur la mécanisation et cou- 

vrant la période 1989–2016 indiquent que la mécanisation n’a pas de lien avec le nombre de civils tués 

par les forces du gouvernement, mais qu’une relation positive existe avec le nombre de civils tués par 

les rebelles. Ces résultats confirment l’idée que la mécanisation renforce la lutte contre l’insurrection, 

mais diminue les possibilités de collecte d’informations. En présentant des preuves quantitatives du 

rôle que les forces mécanisées peuvent jouer dans la lutte moderne contre l’insurrection, ces résultats 

permettent aux chercheurs et aux professionnels de mieux comprendre les conflits armés intraéta- 

tiques. 

Résumé

Actualmente se debate el papel de las fuerzas mecanizadas en la guerra de contrainsurgencia. Sus 

defensores señalan que aumentan la capacidad de lucha de los contrainsurgentes, mientras que sus 

detractores señalan que disminuyen su capacidad de recopilar información. Esta nota se suma a este 

debate centrándose en la violencia contra los civiles, un resultado que, según sugiere la teoría, debería 

verse afectado por la mecanización a través de estos dos canales. Los resultados de los análisis cuan- 

titativos en los que se emplean nuevos datos sobre mecanización y que abarcan el periodo 1989–2016 
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2 Force Mechanization and Violence against Civilians 
Introduction 

Tanks and other armored fighting vehicles are staples 
of modern counterinsurgencies. At the same time, their 
role within these campaigns remains contested. Prac- 
titioners consider armored fighting vehicles, and force 
mechanization on the whole, as decisive for counterin- 
surgency operations due to the fighting capabilities, in 
the form of protection, mobility, and firepower, they 
offer (see Van Wie and Walden 2022 ). However, aca- 
demics caution that force mechanization may instead 
harm counterinsurgents because it reduces their contact 
with and access to civilians, resulting in longer and less 
successful campaigns ( Lyall and Wilson 2009 ; Caverley 
and Sechser 2017 ). Ultimately, the debate on the re- 
lationship between mechanization and intrastate con- 
flict dynamics remains unresolved. Against this back- 
ground, I focus on an outcome that should be affected 
through both of the theoretical mechanisms attributed 
to mechanization, that is, reduced information and in- 
creased military power, is of core importance to (counter- 
)insurgency success (see Valentino 2014 ), and thus lies on 
the causal pathway from mechanization to the outcomes 
studied by previous research ( Lyall and Wilson 2009 ; 
Caverley and Sechser 2017 ): one-sided violence against 
civilians, that is, violence that is intentional,1 direct, and 
thus does not include fatalities due to unintentional ac- 
tions, such as civilians killed by stray bullets destined for 
combatants, or indirect causes, for example, starvation 
(see Eck and Hultman 2007 , 235). 

Specifically, I investigate how governmental forces’ 
mechanization affects the number of civilians killed by 
these forces as well as by rebels. I first clarify the two 

theoretical mechanisms, information and military power,
through which these effects may occur. As these mecha- 
nisms work in opposite directions, no clear expectation 
regarding the link between governmental forces’ mecha- 
nization and their violence against civilians emerges. But 
because rebels are only affected by the military power 
mechanism, I expect that governmental forces’ mecha- 
nization, by increasing their fighting ability, leads rebels 
to increasingly target civilians. Empirical results using 
new data on governmental forces’ mechanization indi- 
cate no clear effect on their own but a positive relation- 
ship with rebels’ use of violence against civilians. These 
findings add to our understanding of the relative ben- 
efits of deploying mechanized units in internal armed 
conflicts. 

Theoretical Background 

Existing research offers two mechanisms through which 
governmental force mechanization may influence coun- 
terinsurgents’ and rebels’ one-sided violence against civil- 
ians. The first one focuses on mechanized forces’ access to 
local information while the second one emphasizes their 
military power. I discuss each in turn and then derive ex- 
pectations regarding the overall effects of governmental 
force mechanization. 

On one hand, as argued prominently by Lyall and 
Wilson (2009) , mechanization decreases armed forces’ 
ability to gather information from the civilian popula- 
tion (see also Caverley and Sechser 2017 ). Mechanized 
forces require specialized supplies and thus rely on ex- 
ternal supply lines for these rather than local sources.
 el número de civiles asesinados por las fuerzas 

or los rebeldes. Estos resultados son coherentes 

acidad de lucha de los contrainsurgentes, pero 

ción. Al ofrecer pruebas cuantitativas de que las 

rgencia moderna, estos resultados contribuyen 

traestatales por parte de los académicos como 

insurgency, civil wars 
tre l’insurrection, guerres civiles 
ción, contrainsurgencia, guerras civiles 

 

 

Their armor and transportation not only protect them 

from harm but also isolate them from civilians. And given 
their need for space, they tend to be based in geograph- 
ically isolated bases that, again, they only leave within 
their vehicles. As a result, mechanized forces have little 
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1 There is an argument to be made that government forces’ 
mechanization also affects their unintentional killing of 
civilians. I take up this possibility at the end of the em- 
pirics section. 
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contact with or access to local civilians, remaining out- 
side of their information networks ( Lyall and Wilson 
2009 ; Caverley and Sechser 2017 ). The resulting lack of 
information reduces their ability to correctly identify in- 
surgent informers and combatants, tell them apart from 

the civilians they may be hiding among, and selectively 
target violence toward them. It instead necessitates the 
use of more indiscriminate violence aimed not at individ- 
uals but at whole groups of people suspected of support- 
ing insurgents ( Kalyvas 2006 ; Lyall 2010 ). As Caverley 
and Sechser (2017 , 706) put it, “mechanized armies [. . .] 
must [. . .] choose between using violence indiscriminately 
(and losing the support of the local population) or al- 
lowing enemy combatants to operate with relative im- 
punity.” Unless mechanized forces thus simply remain in 
their bases, leaving the field to their opponent, their lack 
of information presents a key obstacle to targeting rebels 
in a selective manner and without also erroneously hit- 
ting noncombatants. Instead of taking out individually 
known targets, counterinsurgents will then have to re- 
sort to the more indiscriminate use of one-sided violence, 
for example, sweeps directed against whole villages or 
the victimization of entire ethnic groups due to their sus- 
pected support for the enemy. As compared to targeted 
violence, this broader, nontargeted victimization of civil- 
ians may still be effective by hitting some actual insur- 
gents and, at least in the short term, deterring civilian col- 
laboration with them (see Lyall 2009 ), but comes at the 
cost of affecting more civilians. From the perspective of 
information, increasing force mechanization should thus 
be associated with more one-sided violence against civil- 
ians by government forces. 

In contrast, the mechanization of government forces 
should not affect rebels in a similar manner as they do not 
face the same kind of information problem vis-à-vis their 
enemy. Government forces are generally uniformed, easy 
to identify, do not hide from their opponent, and instead 
seek to show their presence. And while rebels do require 
information from civilians on, for example, the political 
affiliation of other individuals in their community, it is 
not clear that governmental mechanization meaningfully 
increases their ability to obtain it. Insurgents will often 
already have stronger links to local civilians, and thus 
easier access to information, than government forces 
due to pre-conflict networks, ethnic links, and a shared 
language ( Habyarimana et al. 2007 ; Lyall, Shiraito, 
and Imai 2015 ). And although mechanization reduces 
government forces’ ability to gather information from 

civilians themselves, it should not impede their ability 
to interfere with insurgents’ intelligence collection in 
the same way. Instead, the increased mobility offered by 
mechanization arguably allows for increased patrolling, 

and thus more of a regular presence in more settlements 
( Lyall and Wilson 2009 ), hindering insurgents’ ac- 
cess to the civilians living there. At least through 
this mechanism, rebels’ violence against civilians 
should thus not be affected by governmental force 
mechanization.2 

On the other hand, there is a reason that govern- 
ments employ mechanized forces to defeat insurgents. 
These forces, outfitted with major conventional weapons 
that can simultaneously withstand substantial enemy fire- 
power and respond with their heavy on-board arma- 
ments, can inflict severe costs on an opponent while min- 
imizing their own losses (see, e.g., Choulis et al. 2023 ). 
And their mobility also allows them to rapidly deploy 
to areas attacked by rebels. While not good at collect- 
ing information, mechanized forces are thus a plus on 
the battlefield, allow the government to boost its mili- 
tary effectiveness, that is, “destroying hostile forces while 
preserving one’s own” ( Biddle and Long 2004 , 528), 
and therefore bring it closer to military victory. Along 
these lines, there is evidence that imports of such ma- 
jor conventional weapons enable governments to inflict 
more fatalities upon rebels ( Mehrl and Thurner 2020 ; 
Fritz et al. 2022 ), who in turn become more likely 
to bow out of the conflict ( Mehltretter and Thurner 
2021 ). Government forces’ mechanization thus implies 
a shift in the distribution of military power that af- 
fects rebels negatively and counterinsurgents, in turn, 
positively. Numerous studies show that such a shift af- 
fects civilians’ incentives and behavior toward the bel- 
ligerents, which in turn results in both sides adapting 
to what extent they target civilians ( Hultman 2007 ; 
Wood 2010 , 2014 ; Wood, Kathman, and Gent 2012 ). 
Ceteris paribus, civilians tend to support the belliger- 
ent they view as best able to protect them, provide ser- 
vices, and, ultimately, win the war (see, e.g., Mason 1996 ; 
Wood, Kathman, and Gent 2012 ). This means that they 
pay attention to power shifts and, accordingly, move 
their allegiance to the belligerent that is increasing its 
power. 

By shifting military power in favor of government 
forces, mechanization thus also shifts civilian allegiances 
in their favor. As a result, government forces can benefit 
from more voluntary civilian cooperation and, in turn, 
have a reduced need to violently coerce civilians into as- 
sisting them. What is more, there is also a reduced need 

2 Indirectly, the information mechanism may affect rebels’ 
violence against civilians because it increases govern- 
ment forces’ use of one-sided violence that, in turn, 
rebels have to match ( Raleigh and Choi 2017 ). See the on- 
line appendix for a robustness check on this. 
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to violently deter civilians from cooperating with the in- 
surgents as civilians will increasingly abstain from it in 
any case. The beneficial power shift induced by mecha- 
nization means that civilians will increasingly side with 
government forces, thus reducing the need to violently 
coerce and deter them, as they voluntarily act in line 
with government forces’ preferences. Enjoying more un- 
coerced collaboration by civilians, government forces can 
reduce their violence against and instead focus on consol- 
idating support among them. Doing so is beneficial for 
them as, in the long run, civilian victimization is coun- 
terproductive. Specifically, while effective at coercing in- 
voluntary, short-term cooperation, civilian victimization 
reduces civilians’ levels of genuine, voluntary support and 
cooperation ( Lyall, Blair, and Imai 2013 ; Condra and 
Wright 2019 ; Shaver and Shapiro 2021 ). In the long term, 
this is a problem as genuine civilian support is widely held 
to be crucial for the success of the counterinsurgency (see 
Mason 1996 ; Kalyvas 2006 ). If government forces thus 
use violence against civilians instrumentally, that is, to 
coerce civilians into assistance and to deter them from 

collaborating with insurgents, then mechanization, by in- 
creasing government forces’ military power, should re- 
duce the need for, and hence usage of, such violence.3 

In contrast, increasing government forces’ mechaniza- 
tion means that rebels face not only a more powerful ad- 
versary but also reduced civilian support. To match their 
enemy, they now require more resources while their main 
source of them, civilian communities, will be less willing 
to provide them. And what is more, the threat of civil- 
ian cooperation with the government has now also in- 
creased. As a result of adverse shifts in military power, 
rebels are thus less able to rely on civilians’ voluntary 
assistance and noncooperation with the enemy ( Mason 
1996 ). And under these circumstances, they also have 
neither the resources to offer civilians additional com- 
pensation for their collaboration nor the favorable mil- 
itary outlook to credibly promise future rewards for it. 
For instance, rebels may offer social services or conduct 
elections to garner support ( Flynn and Stewart 2018 ; 

3 In extension, this means that if government forces do not, 
or not only, use violence against civilians in this instru- 
mental fashion, then the military power mechanism will 
not apply or at least to a reduced extent. This may, for in- 
stance, be the case if a government has an agenda of eth- 
nic cleansing toward the population of a secessionist re- 
gion. However, even in these cases, government forces’ 
increased military power may result in reduced civilian 
victimization if civilians, now caught between weak in- 
surgents and strong counterinsurgents that will continue 
targeting them, decide to flee instead of staying in place. 

Arves, Cunningham, and McCulloch 2019 ), but doing 
so requires an extent of resources and territorial control 
that becomes less and less available as they are militarily 
more challenged. Instead, rebels increasingly have to re- 
sort to coercion and violent means to extract resources 
from civilian communities and deter them from assist- 
ing government forces ( Wood, Kathman, and Gent 2012 ; 
Wood 2014 ). This will especially be the case as rebels, 
suddenly facing a stronger adversary, a reduced resource 
base, and the increased threat of enemy collaboration, 
must shift their attention from long-term goals to ensur- 
ing their short-term survival even if, in the long run, their 
coercive means of doing so are counterproductive. From 

this perspective, the weakening of rebels’ military posi- 
tion, induced by increasing government forces’ mecha- 
nization, should thus push them toward engaging in civil- 
ian victimization. In a nutshell, this suggests that more 
mechanized government forces, because they are increas- 
ingly successful on the battlefield, will target less civilians 
while rebels, facing a more powerful opponent than be- 
fore, will target them more. 

Taken together, the “information” and the “military 
power” mechanism result in no straightforward expec- 
tation regarding the association between government 
forces’ mechanization and governmental violence against 
civilians but a clear one regarding its relationship with 
rebels’ victimization of civilians. Starting with the former, 
the two mechanisms push in different directions. A pos- 
itive relationship between force mechanization and gov- 
ernment one-sided violence against civilians would indi- 
cate that the information mechanism dominates while a 
negative one would suggest that the military power mech- 
anism is at play. It is also possible that they precisely can- 
cel each other out, resulting in a null effect. Ultimately, it 
appears most likely that their relative strength, and hence 
the effect of mechanization, depends on circumstantial 
factors. These may include government forces’ overall 
knowledge about the insurgency ( Kalyvas 2006 ), force 
specialization ( Lyall 2010 ; Pilster, Böhmelt, and Tago 
2016 ), and employment ( Van Wie and Walden 2022 ) 
as well as rebels’ relative strength ( Mehrl and Thurner 
2020 ) and own links to the population ( Lyall, Shiraito, 
and Imai 2015 ). This leads me to empirically investigate 
the association between force mechanization and govern- 
mental violence against civilians without formulating a 
clear expectation regarding its direction. However, the 
information mechanism does not affect the rebel side, 
meaning that governmental force mechanization should 
only affect rebels’ actions toward civilians via the mili- 
tary power mechanism. I thus expect a positive relation- 
ship between force mechanization and rebel one-sided vi- 
olence against civilians. 
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Research Design 

For the empirical tests, I combine data on one-sided vi- 
olence against civilians from the Uppsala Conflict Data 
Program (UCDP; Eck and Hultman 2007 ; Pettersson 
et al. 2021 ) with global data on state forces’ extent of 
mechanization ( Sechser and Saunders 2010 ; Choulis et al. 
2023 ). I use the conflict dyad-year as unit of observation. 
The two dependent variables, governmental and rebel 
violence against civilians, are count variables describ- 
ing the number of civilian fatalities deliberately inflicted 
by each actor in a given year. They are collected from 

the UCDP Georeferenced Event Dataset, meaning that 
they do not use the threshold of twenty-five deaths from 

one-sided violence ( Eck and Hultman 2007 ) but instead 
encompass observations of all actors active in armed con- 
flicts in the period 1989–2016.4 Following Sechser and 
Saunders (2010) , mechanization is measured by the num- 
ber of armored fighting vehicles per one hundred ground 
soldiers. I obtain these data from Choulis et al. (2023) , 
who extend Sechser and Saunders’ original data collec- 
tion beyond 2001. Observations of this variable are avail- 
able in odd-numbered years only due to mechanization 
levels changing slowly; I follow existing studies by lin- 
early interpolating this variable and log-transforming it 5 

(see Sechser and Saunders 2010 ; Caverley and Sechser 
2017 ; Choulis et al. 2023 ). 

Given that the two dependent variables, governmental 
and rebel one-sided violence against civilians, are count 
variables, I use Poisson models with conflict dyad- and 
year-fixed effects to investigate how government forces’ 
mechanization affects them. Conflict dyad-fixed effects 
capture the influence of time-invariant or slow-moving 
confounders such as terrain, military norms and culture, 
governmental agendas on the targeting of civilians, or 
rebels’ organizational features. Year-fixed effects account 
for global shocks in mechanization levels that may have 
occurred due to the sudden availability of used arms fol- 
lowing the breakup of the USSR or changes in what is 
considered good counterinsurgency practice due to west- 
ern countries’ experiences in Afghanistan and Iraq. I clus- 
ter standard errors on the conflict dyad; this captures the 
nonindependence of different yearly observations of the 
same conflict and corrects the otherwise too small stan- 
dard errors reported by Poisson models with unit-fixed 
effects ( Wooldridge 1999 ). 

Finally, I control for additional confounders that are 
not captured by the fixed effects. This requires care as 

4 Observations from the genocidal one-sided violence in 
Rwanda in 1994 are dropped as they present an outlier 
in both the number and drivers of killings. 

5 Unity is added before the log transformation. 

I do not want to control for posttreatment variables, 
that is, variables causally preceded by mechanization, be- 
cause doing so would bias effect estimates ( Dworschak 
2021 ). Because mechanization is so slow-moving, poten- 
tial posttreatment bias acquires additional importance, 
leading me to (1) present main specifications with and 
without controls and (2) include only covariates that 
are credibly unaffected by mechanization. I thus con- 
trol for conflict country’s (logged) population number, its 
GDP per capita, regime type, and the share of the pop- 
ulation belonging to politically excluded ethnic groups. 
The first three variables not only are known drivers 
of mechanization ( Gartzke 2001 ; Sechser and Saunders 
2010 ) but also affect rebels’ and government forces’ costs 
and benefits of targeting civilians ( Valentino, Huth, and 
Balch-Lindsay 2004 ; Hultman 2012 ). Large politically 
excluded ethnic groups, in turn, may be perceived by gov- 
ernments as a risk to their rule, resulting in arming and 
thus increased mechanization levels, while also affecting 
both rebels’ and government forces’ civilian victimization 
(e.g., Weidmann 2011 ; Fjelde and Hultman 2014 ). Popu- 
lation and GDP data come from the World Bank (2021) ,6 

regime type is coded based on the Polity index ( Marshall, 
Gurr, and Jaggers 2016 ), and data on excluded ethnic 
group sizes are taken from Vogt et al. (2015) . In the online 
appendix, I also control for additional, potentially post- 
treatment covariates, including conflict duration, conflict 
intensity, and military spending, to ensure that my find- 
ings do not depend on their omission. 

Results 

The results of four models, testing the relationship be- 
tween government forces’ mechanization and, respec- 
tively, governmental and rebel violence against civil- 
ians with and without control variables, are presented 
in figure 1 . A full-result table can be found in the on- 
line appendix; its main takeaway is that the coefficient of 
mechanization is negative but statistically indistinguish- 
able from zero in the models on governmental one-sided 
violence while it is positive and statistically significant on 
the 99 percent level in the models on rebel one-sided vi- 
olence. Figure 1 shows what this means in substantive 
terms. 

Its left panel shows that as logged mechanization is 
moved from 0 to 1.75 ( ∼90th percentile), the number of 
civilians killed by the government is estimated to drop 
by approximately eighty fatalities. This effect may be 
considered substantively important, but its confidence 

6 Penn World Table data ( Feenstra et al. 2015 ) were used if 
World Bank values were missing. 
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6 Force Mechanization and Violence against Civilians 

Figure 1. Government force mechanization and violence against civilians. 

Note : Main effects from Poisson panel models. Dependent variable in the left panel is governmental violence against civilians and 

in the right panel rebel violence against civilians. Circles and squares indicate point prediction from the respective model and 

whisk er s 95 percent confidence intervals. All models include conflict dyad- and year-fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on 

the conflict dyad. 

intervals are very large and always overlap. The right 
panel of figure 1 shows how rebel one-sided violence 
against civilians is predicted to change as governmen- 
tal force mechanization increases. The model without 
control variables estimates that a shift in mechanization 
from 0 to 1.75 is associated with 190 more civilians 
being killed by rebels while the model accounting for 
potential confounders suggests a much higher number, 
590. While these two models thus ultimately disagree 
on the size of the effect of government forces’ mecha- 
nization, both indicate that this effect is substantively 
sizeable. 

Taken together, these results thus indicate that there 
is no clear effect of governmental forces’ mechanization 
on their targeting of civilians but that it instead increases 
rebels’ use of this type of violence. Both of these find- 
ings support the view that force mechanization influences 
belligerents’ behavior toward noncombatants via an in- 
formation and a military power mechanism. Rebels are 
only affected by the latter and as their opponents’ abil- 
ity to fight is boosted by additional mechanization, they 
increasingly target civilians. Government forces, in con- 
trast, gain military power but lose information-gathering 
capabilities when mechanizing. The relative importance 

of each mechanism will depend on its specific situation, 
resulting in an imprecisely estimated and likely hetero- 
geneous effect of mechanization on its intentional use of 
violence against noncombatants. 

In a series of additional analyses in the online ap- 
pendix, I show that these substantive results remain un- 
changed when using random instead of fixed effect mod- 
els, controlling for previous levels of one-sided violence, 
dropping outliers or the year-fixed effects, and adding 
additional covariates. There, I also address the possi- 
bility that government forces’ mechanization, while not 
affecting their use of intentional violence against civil- 
ians, may increase their unintentional killing of noncom- 
batants. This is a real possibility as mechanized forces 
may produce more lethal stray bullets and shells than 
pure infantry forces and their actions may more likely 
be coded as combat events, even if a tank projectile fired 
into an apartment building hits several civilians in addi- 
tion to the rebel outpost suspected to be located there. It 
is also important as ultimately, civilians’ voluntary co- 
operation with counterinsurgents will depend on their 
both intentional and unintentional killings of noncom- 
batants. However, results indicate that government mech- 
anization affects neither the total number of civilians 
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killed during combat nor a (somewhat crude) measure of 
government forces’ fighting precision, the ratio of civil- 
ians to rebels killed in combat. There is thus no 
evidence that governmental forces’ intentional, uninten- 
tional, or, taking them together, overall violence toward 
civilians is affected by their extent of mechanization. 
In contrast, the results presented here offer support for 
the expectation that as government forces become more 
mechanized, rebels engage in more intentional civilian 
victimization. 

Conclusion 

Do tanks and armored fighting vehicles have a role in 
counterinsurgencies? Prominent work answers this ques- 
tion with a resounding no ( Lyall and Wilson 2009 ), 
while following research qualifies this claim ( Caverley 
and Sechser 2017 ; Van Wie and Walden 2022 ) or rejects 
it outright ( Smith and Toronto 2010 ). I add to this debate 
by studying an outcome that, theoretically, should be af- 
fected by both of the effects attributed to mechanization, 
reduced information, and increased fighting ability, and 
is a core factor in counterinsurgency campaigns: belliger- 
ents’ violence against civilians. I show that government 
forces’ mechanization has no clear effect on their own 
intentional targeting of civilians, indicating that at least 
on the whole, the reduced access to information due to 
force mechanization is balanced out by the gains in mili- 
tary capability that it induces. In contrast, governmental 
force mechanization is associated with the increased tar- 
geting of civilians by rebels, suggesting that, as a result of 
an adverse power shift, insurgents’ entrenched position 
with civilians weakens and they have to turn to violence 
in order to control them. Taken together, these findings 
suggest that armored fighting vehicles can play a bigger 
role in combating insurgencies than argued by earlier re- 
search. 

However, this role appears to depend on situational 
factors. Both the theory and the empirical results pre- 
sented here indicate that force mechanization, in some 
contexts, can decrease governmental violence against 
civilians, thus boosting prospects for counterinsurgency 
success, but can increase it in others, hence harming them. 
Future research should follow Van Wie and Walden’s 
(2022) early lead and further consider what situational 
factors this variation hinges upon. In addition, future re- 
search should also further consider to what extent drivers 
of intentional violence against civilians, such as force 
mechanization, lead to the unintentional victimization 
of noncombatants. The latter kind of violence remains 
much poorer understood but will be similarly crucial for 
counterinsurgency outcomes. 
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Supplementary information is available at the Journal of 
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